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By: James Miller

Proposed SCI/D-CLC Unit Update
Dear fellow Members,

For quite some time now a new SCI 
Center has been in the design stages. 
The proposed Spinal Cord Injury/
Disease, Community Living Center 
(SCID/CLC) is naturally evolving. 
Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA) 
and Veterans Affairs (VA) are currently 
in the process of transitioning from 
one design phase to the next. The 
two organizations have been working 
together in order to provide a unit that 
best serves the veteran population 
with updated designs. The plan is to 
allow for current needs and future 
medical advancements. Several steps must be taken to 
ensure that the needs of all parties involved are being 
met as best as possible. The cold reality, however, 
is that not all needs, desires or expectations can be 
achieved. Cal-Diego PVA, PVA, VA, and the affected 
departments (which is several, if not most) have been 
navigating lines of communication in order to properly 
disseminate such information within this framework. 
In addition to properly addressing a various array of 
identifiable concerns a complex set of standards must 
be met to ensure the ultimate goal. That goal is to ensure 
quality of care and life of our veteran community. 

It would be prohibitive to express every aspect and 
step of this process in a few short pages. Concerns, 
questions, and perspectives about the project are being 
identified, considered and responded to continually. 
Although this may seem frustrating to some, they are 
invaluable components of the process. Rest assured, 
not only is the local Cal-Diego PVA team staying 
directly involved, both the National PVA and VA 
system have been working with diligent care. A brief 
synopsis would include, yet is not limited to, quality of 
care and medical needs being identified, identification 
of potential issues from each perspective/need, 
architectural drafts being designed (and adjusted as 
needed), and affecting change on continually updated 
drafts. Veteran and staff needs are always of primary 
focus. In order to effectively seek seemingly basic 
solutions to a diverse set of variables, each question is 
processed cautiously among the teams.

Although it might already have 
changed by the time the next 
newsletter is printed, the current draft 
suggests many additions not available 
with the current SCI Unit. Note that 
these drafts are proposals based on 
PVA/VA specifications and should not 
be considered permanent adaptations 
at this juncture. There will be an 
SCI/D swimming pool in the unit, 
SCI/D parking will be relocated with 
the currently steep grade dramatically 
reduced, and “Gardens” (with limited 
access to the new unit) may be created. 
Additionally, the locations of the 
proposed parking structure and SCI/

CLC unit mean that a new suggested traffic flow will 
be redirected based on categories of SCI/CLC Patient/
Visitor, Hospital Patient/Visitor, and Staff. Although 
many other details are available, they too are, at this 
point, suggestions.

Members have already attended the Cal-Diego PVA 
Board of Directors (BOD) monthly meeting bringing 
specific questions and concerns. That process put the 
BOD on task to dig deeper and keep those involved 
in the design phase updated with membership input. 
After the information was passed along, the PVA 
Architect team expressed appreciation for members 
wanting to be involved. This is not only appreciated 
but extremely helpful. If you have questions, concerns, 
or other information you’d like the BOD to consider, 
please feel free to let us know. You can either go to 
Contact Us on our website and direct your points in 
that forum, or attend the open BOD meetings typically 
scheduled for the second Thursday of each month at 
12:00 p.m. on the SCI/D unit. Since this process is 
obviously complicated, not all items can be addressed 
immediately. However, once information is brought 
to our attention, the research will be done and a 
response will occur in a timely manner. Since we 
are the consumers, input from many perspectives is 
appreciated.

Many thanks to all for your continued support.

Be well,

James Miller

President
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By: Kelly Price Noble

Success is the Quality of your Journey

“Go placidly amid the noise 
and haste, and remember what 
people there may be in silence” 
(Desiderata, circa 1692).
Family, work, school, church, sports, 
volunteering, you name it, each of 
us is involved in something that 
takes time, but are we fulfilling 
these tasks with quality? My mother 
called me a few months back and we 
got to discussing books that I had 
read recently. To be honest, I told 
her the last one had to do with the 
Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis 
of Research Methods. Nothing juicy 
like a James Patterson book. So, the conversation 
turned to be mindful of taking time out for yourself. 
Particularly, those of you who are care givers, please 
read further. 

According to James (1983, pp. 20-21), “You know 
what burnout is – asking too much of yourself, letting 
go of harmony, devaluing your worth. Burnout is not 
only a question of what you do but how you feel about 
doing it.” You have taken so much time to care for 
others that you have neglected to care for yourself. 
James goes on further to say be sure what you are 
doing is for yourself.  Invest in the process of doing, 
not just to achieve the goal.  Be careful of how you let 
people use you. If you do not want to do something, 
learn to say, “No.” It is all right.  Furthermore, use 
strategies not models. If what you are doing does 
not work, try something else until you get it right. 
MOREOVER, stop worrying about who gets the 
credit. This is a wasteful time of energy. Eventually, 
credit will be given where credit is due. Choosing to 
serve means, you have made a decision to reach deep 
from within to care. “Take a deep breath, thank those 
who give you the opportunity to care. Take care of 
yourself so you’ll have the energy to take care of the 
rest of us” (1983).

James also reviews anger in her writings. She notes 
that anger “is a response that can lead to harm if we 
don’t evaluate [about what we are upset]” (1983, 
p. 84). Anger tends to be disguised as fear. “if we 
think something or someone threatens us, we feel 
fear – fear that we are inadequate, that our lives are 

out of control, that things won’t go 
our way” (p. 84). This is when we 
let control gain a hold of us, and 
then we fight. Not good. There is so 
much stress in our lives. Let’s take 
time to treat ourselves well. The 
quality of our journey would be so 
much better. So, if you chose one 
characteristic that would get you 
through life, James suggests humor. 
Go figure.  How simple is that? She 
says, choose any kind of humor. The 
kind that “puns, dumb stuff, gallows 
humor. A sense of the absurdity of 
life, even at your darkest moments” 

(p. 74). There are so many things in life about which 
to be serious. Let a little humor in and ask others to 
join. One of my teenagers is learning to drive. Humor 
will be my survival!

“As far as possible without surrender be on good 
terms with all persons. Speak your truth quietly and 
clearly; and listen to others, even the dull and ignorant; 
they too have their story” (Desiderata, circa 1692). 
I have chosen this path this month, because we are 
always so very busy and often, we forget to stop and 
smell the roses. This past April, staff and volunteers 
were ever on the go with the Trapshoot, the Pistol 
Shoot, Ride, Strive & Roll, the Air Rifle Shoot (A 
NEW AND SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM!), and the 
Paralyzed Veterans Awareness Week Luncheon for 
our SCI/D patients.

“Success sometimes seems like a collection of 
products or a place that you can get to or buy” (p. 
38). Success is every minute you live. Your first 
steps, a date, graduation, surviving something 
horrific, meeting the love of your life.  Success is 
not the destination you reach. It is the quality of your 
journey.

References

Desiderata (circa 1692). Saint Paul’s Church: 
Baltimore, MD.

James, J. (1983). Success if the Quality of the Journey. 
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Service Officers Message

Legislative Updates
By: Wayne Landon

Legislative Update (Continued on Pg. 31)

State Budget Cuts That Hurt 
People with Disabilities 

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 
has sent the Legislature a budget 
that tries to balance a $21 billion 
budget gap by making more cuts and 
eliminating programs that people 
with disabilities rely upon in order 
to live and work independently in 
our communities. 

California is still facing a budget 
crisis, but many people with 
disabilities depend on different 
state programs that help them live 
in their homes. All state programs 
have already been cut to the bare 
bone, so we need to find new ways to raise state 
income that do not hurt our economy. The best way to 
help the economy is to preserve and create jobs, and 
to do this we must protect social services programs 
that provide jobs and allow people with disabilities 
to live in the community and work.

The U.S. Supreme Court made it clear that states have 
a duty to protect the right of people with disabilities 
to live independently and to keep us from being 
forced into nursing homes. The Governor wants to 
cut monthly SSI grants, reduce Medi-Cal benefits, 
shut down Adult Day Health Care Centers, cut or 
eliminate the IHSS program that hires home care 
workers to help us with daily living activities, and 
lower mental health care. The Governor’s IHSS plan 
alone would mercilessly leave seniors and people 
with disabilities without any home care services.  

The Governor’s budget would force tens of thousands 
of people into nursing homes that are five times more 
expensive. We taxpayers cannot afford to live with 
a budget that will cost billions of dollars more in 
the future. As my legislator, I want you to find ways 
to balance the budget without harming people with 
disabilities. Cutting IHSS would actually be adding 
to the budget crisis.

Understanding the fiscal realities that our state is 
facing, it is unsound public policy to balance the 
state budget by cutting programs that allow people 
with disabilities to live safely and independently in 
the community. Investing in home care and other 

services saves taxpayers money by 
allowing people with disabilities to 
remain in their homes and maintain 
their independence rather than being 
forced into costly nursing homes. 

As the Legislature moves forward 
with its review of the Governor’s 
Budget, we must remind the members 
of the budget committees and the 
budget subcommittees that they must 
not lose sight of the fact that the State 
of California has a legal obligation to 
enable people with disabilities to live 
in the most integrated community 
setting. This constitutional right was 
ruled upon by the U.S. Supreme Court 

in the landmark Olmstead decision. 

Veterans Community Action Teams

Today, nearly 24 million veterans and their families, 
located in 3,141 counties and 36,000 local government 
jurisdictions, rely on their communities to provide 
an array of support services. Since 2002, more than 
870,000 service members have separated from the 
active military and the Reserve Component forces and 
transitioned to civilian life in their communities after 
serving in Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring 
Freedom. These returning veterans and the existing 
population of aging veterans have multifaceted needs 
that are generally met by a number of independently 
administered services. These needs include health 
care, vocational rehabilitation, employment and 
training, care giving, social services, housing, and 
independent living assistance.

Current public and private initiatives providing these 
services to veterans and their families have limited 
resources, not only to administer their programs to 
a growing population, but to integrate their services 
with other programs being offered in the community. 
Yet it is the integration of these services that veterans 
and their families need most to help them navigate 
the complex system of care that currently exists. The 
increasing number of initiatives added to an array of 
fragmented organizations and services often leaves 
veterans and their families searching for the programs 
and services that best meet their needs.
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By: Robert C. Kamei

Service Officers Message

NSO Corner

(NSO Corner Continued on Pg. 31)

Your Rights to Appeal

“An appeal is your formal request 
that the Board review the evidence in 
your VA file and review the law that 

applies to your appeal.”

If you have received any written 
correspondence from the Department 
of Veterans Affairs, you may have 
seen in the mailed documents “What 
You Should Do If You Disagree With 
Our Decision” and been given the VA 
Form 4107 elaborating on your right to 
appeal. Given all the mail we receive 
and the high rate of trees our population 
goes through, you may have ignored 
or disregarded this information and 
directly sent the excess papers to your 
circular file or, preferably, shredded it and laid it 
down as mulch for your pet hamsters. However if 
you do not agree with what was determined by the 
VA, let me simplify what needs to be done to get 
your opinion for your claim heard.

A lot of times, adding more words than what is 
necessary to get the point across can confuse us more 
rather than help us out (see my March 2010 article). 
Like I tell other people trying to tell me something 
important, break it down to me as if I am a fifth grader, 
since that seems to be the level of education we test 
our adults on TV. When your claim is denied or is 
not rated as high as you desired, you have one year 
to file a Notice of Disagreement. Basically, a notice 
of disagreement (NOD) is a statement discussing 
what you disagree with in the rating decision and 
why you find fault with their decision(s). Always, 
always, always submit your NOD to your service 
organization to verify and perfect your disagreement 
that gets sent back to the VA. Once the VA receives 
your NOD, they will conduct a de novo review to 
attempt to rectify the disagreement at the regional 
level before the case escalates to the national level.

After your NOD is submitted to the VA, they have 
two options: they will either grant your claim or send 
you a Statement of the Case. A Statement of the Case 
(SOC) basically describes the facts, laws, regulations, 
and reasons that they used to rule negatively to your 
claim. With the SOC, they will also send you a VA 
Form 9, “Appeal to Board of Veterans’ Appeals”. 

You must complete this VA Form 9 
and return it to the VA 60 days from 
the date of the SOC to continue 
your appeal. In the event you have 
additional information to support 
your appeal, send that information to 
your service organization to get to the 
VA. To acknowledge the VA received 
this new evidence, they will send you 
a Supplemental Statement of the 
Case (SSOC). Realize, however, the 
more times the VA stops to admit new 
evidence the longer it will take for 
your case to be decided. Also on the 
VA Form 4107, it states that if you 
do not start your appeal on time the 

decision will become final, which means that the case 
will be locked. It is possible to appeal the tardiness 
of your request to appeal, based on hospitalization 
or other forms of health concerns, but if that gets 
denied as well; we would have to prove there was 
Clear and Unmistakable Evidence (CUE) why the 
VA’s decision was wrong in the first place or that you 
have new evidence that relates to the reason why the 
VA denied the claim. 

Knowing that you are stickler for deadlines, your 
appeal is confirmed and the Board will give you a 
hearing. The VA Form 9 sent to you with the Statement 
of the Case has complete information about the kinds 
of hearings the Board offers and convenient check 
boxes for requesting a Board hearing. The Board 
does not require you to have a hearing but if one is 
desired, these are the choices:

A hearing with the Board of Veterans Appeals in • 
Washington D.C., where you would have to fund 
your own travel and living expenses;
A videoconference hearing with a board member • 
at the local Regional Office;
Or a Personal Hearing, conducted by a traveling • 
Board member at the Regional Office, which 
happens only 2-3 times a year.

The appeal system is a very lengthy process that can 
end in three ways: your claim can be allowed, denied, 
or remanded. The first two seem self-explanatory 
but remanded means that the Board did not have 
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Good Stuff to Know!
Calendar of Events

Cal-Diego PVA Cook Books are available for 
purchase in the Cal-Diego PVA Office.

Rec Therapy Hand cycle Spin class  
Fridays at 1:00 PM in the SCI Center

Reflections XI Art Exhibition  
May 28 - June 4, 2010

Combined Federal Campaign  
Contributions

Remember Cal-Diego PVA when  
you are making your Combined  
Federal Campaign contributions  
this year. Our CFC number has 

changed, please take note. 
CFC #61080

Ticket Reimbursement Program

Receive $50 from Cal-Diego PVA for attending 
fun events, such as museums, Chargers games, 
Padres games, Sea World, plays, movies and  
concerts.

The ticket reimbursement Program is still  
available for members. You may submit your 
tickets to entertainment events to Cal-Diego PVA 
for reimbursement of up to $50 for the six-month 
period from January 1 to June 30.

PROUD MEMBERProud Member

SAN DIEGO 
REGIONAL 
CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE

business advocacy

business resources

marketing opportunities

events & networking

member benefits

Good for Business. Good for San Diego.

A NOTE FROM ADAH: 
If you would like to help Cal-Diego PVA save postage 
and paper, please remit your email address along with 
your name or the name of your company/organization 
to: aalvarez@caldiegopva.org with “email receipt” 
in the title and we will gladly send your thank you  
letter/receipt of donation via email! Thank you for 
your support!
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Notary Service is now available  

in the Cal-Diego PVA Office 
• $10 per signature payable to  

Cal-Diego PVA 
• Taking Power of Attorney 

 • Certifying a copy of a Power of Attorney 
 • Taking an Advance Health  

Care Directive 
 • Certifying Copies of Journal Entries 

 • Taking Depositions 

We would like to thank 
the following for their 

contributions:
Vinson Crawford
Robert F Shaw
George North
George Oswell

Vinsion Crawford
Robert Shaw

Joseph Choroser
Combined Federal Campaign

Anonymous Donation
Treats for the Troops

Lori Roeder
Nancy Spivey& Joan Spivey in 

memory of Curtis Spivey
Walter O’Neil

William, Amy and Daniel  
Henderickson

Active Network
Action Donation Services
Native American Warriors  

Association
Five Loaves & Two Fish

Did you know you can also view our 
Newsletter on our web site.  

Visit: http://caldiegopva.org/pages/
archives/newsletters.php

Notice! 
When Calling  

Cal-Diego PVA please use 
our 800 number  
1-800-423-2778

It’s so easy to donate!
Just go to:
www.caldiegopva.org.
On the right click the 
“Make a Donation”  
button. Cal-Diego PVA is 
grateful for all gifts.

Do you have an e-mail address?

To enhance and improve communications with our  
members, please make sure we have your updated  
e-mail address. Frequently, we are the recipients of tickets 
to events and would like to spread the word, offering people  
opportunities to attend. Other times, there is time  
sensitive information that needs to be disseminated quickly and 
the mail is simply too slow. Help us by sending your address to: 
kclark@caldiegopva.org, so we can keep you updated on the 
“happenings” around town!

Keep in Touch
Often, Cal-Diego PVA  

receives letters in search of 

pen pals. Please contact this 

office for further information:
aalvarez@caldiegopva.org
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The VA San Diego Healthcare System is proud to  
present a series of classes designed to help spinal cord 
injury/disease (SCI/D) veterans and their families  
become more knowledgeable about caring for  
themselves and becoming active in the community. 
The classes are mandatory for all newly injured or  
rehabilitation SCI/D inpatients, and are highly  
encouraged for their family members and other SCI/D 
patients. The classes are also open to the SCI/D  
community at-large. Members of your team may  
assign you to attend certain classes. All classes are open 
to any VASDHS outpatients, their family members and  
personal care attendants. Classes are held in the VA San 
Diego HS SCI Center Conference Room (1B123). Call 
(858) 552-7453 for more information.

Tuesday, May 11, 2010 
12:30-1:15 PM 

Pain Management in SCI 
Jeri Muse, PhD 

What causes pain after SCI?  What types of pain are 
common after SCI? Other than pain medications, what 
can be done about this pain?  What resources are there 

at the VASDHS to help me with my pain?

Friday, May 14, 2010 
12:30-1:15 PM 

Psychosocial Issues 
Corey McCulloch, PhD 

How do I learn to cope with the changes that SCI has 
caused in my life? How do I know if I need help with 
this process? What help is available if I have a prob-

lem with drugs or alcohol?

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 
12:30-1:15 PM 

What is spinal cord injury? 
Hayley Howells, PT 

How does a spinal cord injury affect my whole body? 
What does my injury level mean? What is a reflex? 

What kind of functional outcome can I expect? What 
research is being done on regeneration and healing?

Friday, May 21, 2010 
12:30-1:15 PM 

Bowel Management 
Melissa Forde, RN, BSN 

How does a SCI change bowel function? How can I 
avoid accidents? How do I manage bowel problems 

at home? What medications and foods will affect 
my bowels? What techniques can I use for long term 

bowel management?

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 
12:30-1:15 PM 

Medical Complications in SCI 
Matt Devries, PA 

What are the possible medical complications for my 
breathing, digestion, heart and blood vessels, muscles, 
bones and nerves? How can I avoid these complica-

tions? How can I help my doctor detect problems 
early? What other medications may I need to take? 

Friday, May 28, 2010 
12:30-1:15 PM 

Recreation and Sports 
Kelli Kaliszewski, CTRS 

What is leisure and why is it important? What are the 
benefits to me of leisure activities, sports, staying ac-

tive and having personal goals?

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 
12:30-1:15 PM 

Autonomic Dysreflexia 
Ha Andrada, BSN, RN 

What is autonomic dysreflexia? Why is it so danger-
ous? How will I know if I have it? What can I do to 

prevent and manage AD at home? When do I need to 
call my doctor or go to the emergency room with AD?

Friday, June 4, 2010 
12:30-1:15 PM 

Managing your attendant 
Phillip Dozier, PCA Coord. 

How do I find, hire and supervise a good personal care 
attendant (PCA)? How do I pay for attendant care? 

How do I keep good attendants and avoid problems? 
How can I learn to be an employer?

Tuesday, June 8, 2010 
12:30-1:15 PM 

Bladder Management, Part I 
Teresa Liu, BSN, RN 

How does a SCI effect my bladder and kidneys? What 
are my options for bladder management? What are the 
common bladder and kidney complications I need to 

know about?

Contact the SCI Center at (858) 552-7453 for Future 
class schedules.

Spinal Cord Injury Patient and Family  
Education Series
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May Birthdays
Earl W Walke • Howard Boyer • Carey D Wilcox • Moses J Burke • Ernest Lee • William T Kafka 

Wesley J Bergin • Daniel M Litzenberg • Joseph O Charles • Ronald F Eisenhutt • David W Spencer 
Greg J Roderick • Earl L Thompson • William A Lukash • Paul E Johnson • William C Greene 

Jeffrey D Dlapa • Dwight Odmark • Donald S Caccamise • Lawrence W Ward • Earl J McRoberts 
Michael C Smith • James P Morocco • William L Striegel • Anita N Herron • Timothy J McCall 
Ronald D Costa • Houston M Burnside • Peter Cieslewski • Chris S Jensen • Riley J Barney 

Ralph D Shadowens• Doug Ebersole • Gregory F Smith
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Dear James Miller and the Cal Diego PVA Board of Directors:
On behalf of Dr. Kevin Gerhart, Chief of the Spinal Cord Injury 
Service and the Veterans to which we serve, we would like to 
thank you for sponsoring the Air Rifle Seminar, held on April 
6, 2010. We were able to teach 15 spinal cord injured veterans, 
and five active duty participants proper technique, adaptation and 
safety involving Air Rifle Competition. Several of the participants 
commented how much they enjoyed the event and of their interest 
in participating on a National level.
The Air Rifle Seminar was a true success! Special thanks should 
be given to Jim Russell for all his hard work in making this event 
happen. He was instrumental in helping to secure the Navy Sub 
base rifle range, as well as bringing in the qualified professionals 
to instruct the seminar. He went above and beyond the call of duty 
and should be commended for his valiant efforts.
Thank you for all your support in making it possible for your 
injured comrades to participate in this event. As always, we will 
look forward to future collaborative programming ventures.
Respectfully,
Kelli Kaliszewski, CTRS  Gayle Galyean-Gray, TRS
Recreation Therapy, SCI (128)  Recreation Therapy, SCI (128)
3350 La Jolla Village Drive 3350 La Jolla Village Drive
San Diego, CA 92161 San Diego, CA 92161

Air Rifle Seminar 

Photos by Henriquez Delacruz
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The week of shooting started on Tuesday, 6 April with a 
day of Air Rifle Shooting at the pistol range at Point Loma 
Naval Submarine Base followed by a morning pistol shoot 
on Thursday 8 April at the Lytle Creek Range in Lytle 
Creek, California followed by a practice session of trap on 
Thursday afternoon and then two days of PVA Trap Circuit 
competition on Friday and Saturday, a very satisfying way 
to spend a week.

The planning for the air rifle seminar got started in 
early December 2009 with a conversation with; Andy 
MacDonald, Director Shooting Sports, Paralyzed Veterans 
of America, Vanessa Warner Ross, Manager Disabled 
Shooting Services, National Rifle Association, Fairfax, VA, 
and Kelli Kaliszewski, Therapeutic Recreation Specialist, 
Spinal Cord Injury Service, VA San Diego Healthcare 
System. We picked a date for the event and then started 
looking for a location.

We really wanted the multi-purpose room at the VA, but 
security there vetoed that idea as did security at the Balboa 
Naval Hospital. Kelli came up with the idea for the pistol 
range at the Point Loma Naval Station and the range 
manager, William Bridgewater, was enthusiastic about the 
idea. Much discussion ensued including input from the 
legal beagles but finally approval was issued and the shoot 
was on.

Vanessa came up with 10 great air rifles, binoculars, and 
adaptive equipment for the rifles and ran the seminar, 
Andy did a great job coaching the shooters, while  
Cal-Diego purchased the ammunition and targets plus with 
Kelly Price-Nobel’s help, lunch for all of the participants.  
The Underwater Schools of America located in Oceanside 
donated a scuba tank of compressed air for the rifles. 
The base, through the outstanding work of MA2 John D 
Gummere constructed a great ramp for wheelchair access 
to the range, plus stands for the targets, tables for the 
shooters and in general spiffed up the range. Thanks for a 
good job John.

The adaptive equipment for the rifles included a balancing 
stand for those that do not possess the strength to support 
the weight of the rifle plus sip-and-puff trigger actuator 
for those that do not have the finger strength or dexterity 
to squeeze the trigger. With that equipment any of 
our members that are at all interested in the sport can 
participate.

We had twenty disabled veterans show up to participate.  
Several that have signed up for the Beachcomber Team 
to participate in the air rifle event at this year’s upcoming 

National Veterans Wheelchair Games, several from the 
Wounded Warriors at the Balboa Naval Hospital who 
are getting ready for the Warrior Games in Colorado 
Springs, plus two WWII veterans and several other 
disabled individuals. By all indications all that participated 
enjoyed themselves greatly and acquired some very useful 
knowledge.

We are just starting the planning process to hold an NRA 
Air Rifle competition here next year. FYI, the winners of 
any of the NRA Sectional and/or Regional Air Rifle shoots 
are being invited to a week of training at the Olympic 
Training Center in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and I 
can tell you from first hand experience that is top drawer 
training. Hope to see you at our next shoot.

Continuing on in the week, the Cal-Diego Fourth Annual 
Small Arms Competition took place on the morning of 
Thursday, 8 April with a pistol shoot at the Lytle Creek 
Range in Lytle Creek, California, some thirty plus miles 
from the hotel that we were using. Last year we were at the 
Inland Fish and Game Range for our pistol shoot, located 
just 6 miles from the hotel, but unfortunately that range 
is temporarily out of business. Hopefully it will reopen 
before next year’s event.

We were honored once again to have three Marines from 
the Marksmanship Training Unit at the Hathcock Range at     
Marine Corps Air Station Miramar drive the 140 plus miles 
to Lytle Creek to facilitate the event for us. In addition to 
conducting the event, we needed to drive in stakes; first 
at the 15 yard line and then at the 25 yard line as target 
holders and the terrain was not in the least wheelchair 
friendly. We probably would not have been able to make 
the event happen without the support of those three 

PVA Trapshoot Circuit Tournament
By: Jim Russell
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 marines, Sergeant J. A. Jones, Sergeant R. S. Goolsby, and 
LCPL M. D. Lacombe from the Marksmanship Training 
Unit plus Corporal M. F. Guerrero from the Public Affairs 
Office to document the event for the base newspaper.  
What great young Marines!

We had a mix of hand gun types, both automatics and 
revolvers, plus diversity in calibers, .22’s, 38’s, 40’s and a 
45, all capable of punching a hole in the paper targets if the 
shooter had the skill needed to obtain a good grip, align the 
sights, hold the sights on the target, control their breathing, 

control their 
trigger, and then 
follow through.  
The scores 
indicate that 
several of the 
contestants not 
only knew how to 
do all of that, but 
were able to put it 

into practice.

Top shooter accolades went to our own Bill Palmer with 
327/400 followed by Paul Dahlke from the Oregon chapter 
with 319/400 and Roman Warren from the California 
chapter with 302/400. Great shooting!

Continuing on with the week of shooting was trap practice 
at the Redlands Shooting Park in Redlands, California 
on the afternoon of Thursday, 8 April followed by our 
welcome reception at the range in the early evening. Our 
ladies, Linda and Hilda, put on an outstanding feed with a 
great on-the-spot-made Mexican buffet. Yum!!

The weather was great, not a cloud in the sky, about 70 
degrees and hardly any breeze (just a typical California 
day) so the shooting was just ideal. That was great for me 
because I was trying to make friends with a new (to me) 
shotgun that I borrowed from Ed Hutchison. Even though 
it was the same model of shotgun that I have been trying 
to teach some manners to for the past 18 years we had our 
difficulties, but we did bond after a fashion.

The event was the Cal-Diego PVA’s 22nd Annual 
Trapshoot, event #3 on PVA’s 14th Annual Trap Circuit 

AWARD WINNERS
GRAND CHAMPION Terry Bilbey 294/300
WHEELCHAIR CHAMPION Doug Vann 284/300

FRIDAY SATURDAY
SHORT YARDAGE CHAMPION 20 Tom Foster 41/50 20 Ken Currier 47/50
MID-YARDAGE CHAMPION 21 Mark Williams 50/50 21 Clarence Welbaum 43/50
LONG YARDAGE CHAMPION 25 Dianne Savage 41/50 25 Don Doorneweerd 35/50
27 YARD CHAMPION 27 Phil Ross 44/50 27 Jerry Preston 44/50
DOUBLES AAA CHAMPION Bill Palmer 45/50 None
DOUBLES AA CHAMPION Lee Specht 47/50 Mike Gureckas 42/50
DOUBLES A CHAMPION Keith Rheinhardt 43/50 Robert Murphy 40/50
DOUBLES B CHAMPION Ed Hutchison 46/50 Rob Russell 42/50
DOUBLES C CHAMPION Kenny Rogers 31/50 None
DOUBLES D CHAMPION Jack Howell 28/50 Matt Welch 34/50
SINGLES AAA CHAMPION Roman Warren 50/50 None
SINGLES AA CHAMPION Russell Hawes 50/50 Jan Shively 47/50
SINGLES A CHAMPION Jim Russell 47/50 None
SINGLES B CHAMPION Joseph Fox Sr. 43/50 Al Russell 40/50
SINGLES C CHAMPION None None
SINGLES D CHAMPION Suzanne Marx 44/50 Ernie Butler 43/50

CHAPTER TEAMS
FIRST – CALIFORNIA 1318/1500 SECOND – CAL-DIEGO 1311/1500

Lee Specht Jim Russell
Phil Ross Mike Gureckas

Roman Warren Doug Vann
Don Doorneweerd Bill Palmer

Terry Bilby Keith Rheinhardt
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 and the competition took place on Friday and Saturday, 
the 9th and 10th. We were fortunate to have three 
chapter teams on board from the California, Oregon and  
Cal-Diego chapters. The presence of chapter teams always 
adds a little spice to the pace of competition. Of course 
the purpose of adding the chapter team competition is to 
encourage other chapters to have a trap program for their 
members and to groom them for the competition.

Friday morning saw another great day and a great breakfast 
at the range, biscuits with sausage gravy, scrambled eggs 
benedict with your choice of ham or hamburger on an 
English muffin, fresh fruit salad, plus coffee and tea. Just 
great! And then came the competition

In singles we had five perfect scores, Doug Vann, Roman 
Warren, Terry Bilbey, Mark Williams, and Russell Hawes 
followed by Lee Specht with a 49/50. In handicap we had 
only one perfect score, Mark Williams followed by Terry 
Bilbey with a 49/50. In doubles no perfect scores and only 
one 49, Terry Bilbey, followed by Doug Vann and Lee 
Specht with a 47.

Following that competition we did a fun shoot, a wagon 
wheel. That is 25 trap targets shot three each from the 
eight skeet positions, the same old targets we trap shooters 
are used to but from a significantly different perspective. 
Top score was a 22/25 by Terry Bilbey followed by Ed 
Hutchison with a 20 and Bill Palmer with a 19.

Lunch was a gastronomic delight with hot dogs, hamburgers 
and chilly, plus all of the condiments. Great chow!!

Saturday saw another great day, great breakfast and more 
competition. In singles we had three perfect scores Phil 
Ross, Terry Bilbey and Russell Hawes, followed by Jim 
Russell, Ken Currier, and Doug Vann with 49’s. In handicap 
top scorer was Terry Bilbey with a 48/50 followed by Phil 
Ross, and Ken Currier each with 47s. In doubles we saw 
Terry Bilbey with a 48 followed by Doug Vann with a 
46. We did not have the wagon wheel scheduled again on 

Saturday but since everyone enjoyed it so much on Friday 
we did it again with quite different results. Top score was 
a 23 shot by Bob Murphy, followed by Jerry Preston with 
a 22. All-in-all it appears that there was a good time had 
by all.

The following are the remaining shoots on the 14th Annual 
National PVA Trap Circuit. Looking forward to seeing you 
on the range.

Southeastern PVA April 23-25 Augusta, GA

Mid-America PVA May 28-30 Sedgwick, KS

Colonial PVA June 4-6 Baltimore, MD

Vaughn PVA June 18-20 Whittington, IL

Wisconsin PVA July 23-25 Green Bay, WI

July 26 pistol shoot in Green Bay, WI

Northwest PVA Aug 5-8 Sumner, WA

North Central PVA Sep 11-12 Sioux Falls, SD

Nevada PVA Sept 23-25 Las Vegas, NV
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 Pistol Shoot at Lytle Creek, CA

Photos by Henriquez Delacruz
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 Spring Program
At the California Avenue School 
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Custom Machinery Newburgh NY, and Stevenson 
Lumber Co. New Windsor NY
To all those listed above, and to all I may have left 
out by mistake, my heartfelt thanks. I could not have 
accomplished this memorial to my son and the many 
others without you. To my son Joey I know you are
looking down from above and smiling. I hope you are 
proud of the
bike, as we are so proud of you. I will hold you in my 
heart forever.
Until we meet again,
I love you,
Dad
Enter Marine Tribute Bike Website

Ride Strive and Roll

“Screwdriver”, Kelly, “Taz” and Bill Kennedy

Photo below was created with the previous poem in 
mind and auctioned for Cal-Diego PVA

Motorcycle Bio
by Larry Tremblay, Sr.
I shall never forget that day in April of 2005 when two 
Marines came to my home to inform me of the death of 
my beloved son Joey in Iraq.
During the two to three months that followed Joey's death 
an idea formed in my mind to build a tribute to Joey that 
would make him proud
and that everyone who saw it would always remember 
Joey and all the other young men and women who gave 
the ultimate sacrifice for their country.
It is in this vein that the Marine (Tribute-Memorial) Bike 
was started. The Marine Bike was built for one, dedicated 
to a few and in honor of all who have fallen defending 
our great nation.  My son Joey
and I used to spend time together watching Jesse James 
on the Discovery Channel and the Biker Build Offs. We 
both enjoyed and
admired the skill and talent it took to build a motorcycle 
that I thought would be a great monument to the son I so 
loved and missed.
There are many people and companies that have helped 
this idea come to life. This bike could not have been built 
without the help, talent, and support from the following: 
Power Tech of New Windsor NY, RPM
Choppers Newburgh NY, Hannoush Jewelers Newburgh 
Mall Newburgh NY,
Dino Petrocelli photographer Lathan NY, Moto Insanity 
Marlboro NY, JB
Graffix Newburgh NY, Richard's Military Post Exchange 
Port Jervis NY,
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Photos by Henriquez Delacruz and Lee Fouts

Amee Henderickson, Adah Alvarez  
and Keiona Clark

“Five Loaves & Two Fish” 
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 MotorSports at Qualcomm Stadium

Duane and Felicia Norman

Duane Norman

Cal-Diego PVA MotorSports BBQ

Al Kovach

Lance Magin
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Photos by Henriquez Delacruz

William and Daniel Henderickson

Participants studying the course

Cal-Diego PVA MotorSports BBQ

Ron Noble
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 30, 2010

New Scholarship for the Children of Fallen Service Members
Benefit Honors Gunnery Sergeant John David Fry

WASHINGTON – The children of military personnel who died in the line of duty since Sept. 11, 

2001 can apply for an educational scholarship similar to the new Post-9/11 GI Bill. Benefits are retroactive 

to Aug. 1, 2009.

The scholarship, which is administered by the Department of Veterans Affairs, are named after Marine 

Gunnery Sergeant John David Fry, 28, a Texas native who died in Iraq in 2006 while disarming an explosive. 

He was survived by three young children.

“The Fry scholarship represents this nation’s solemn commitment to care for children whose mothers 

and fathers paid the ultimate price for our country,” said Secretary of Veterans Affairs Eric K. Shinseki.

VA begins accepting applications for the Fry scholarship on May 1, 2010. For more information 

or assistance applying, call toll-free 1-888-GIBILL-1 (1-888-442-4551), or visit the VA GI Bill Website at 

www.gibill.va.gov.

VA estimates nearly 1,500 children will receive benefits under the Fry scholarship program in 2010. 

Recipients generally have 15 years to use their benefits, beginning on their 18th birthdays. 

Eligible children attending institutions of higher learning may receive payments to cover their tuition 

and fees up to the highest amounts charged to public, in-state students at undergraduate institutions in each 

state. A monthly housing allowance and stipend for books and supplies are also paid under this program.

VA will begin paying benefits under the Fry scholarships on Aug. 1, 2010. Eligible participants may 

receive benefits retroactively to August 1, 2009, the same day the Post-9/11 GI Bill took effect. 

Eligible children may be married. Recipients are entitled to 36 months of benefits at the 100 percent 

level.

- More -

Fry Scholarship – 2/2/2/2

When dependents also serve in the military, the reserves or are Veterans in their own right, eligible 

for education benefits under the Montgomery GI Bill for Active Duty, the Montgomery GI Bill for Selected 

Reserves or the Reserve Educational Assistance Program (REAP), then they would relinquish their eligibility 

under those programs to receive benefits under a Fry scholarship.
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Advertise with us!
Advertising rates for the Beachcomber newsletter.

Number of issues 3 Issues 6 Issues 12 Issues
Full Page $640 $1240 $2,040
2/3 of Back cover $415 $790 $1290
1/2 Page $340 $640 $1240
1/4 Page $190 $340 $540

Our Beachcomber newsletter has recently won the Bob Webb Excellence in a Newsletter Award 
for 2009. We offer a place to provide information for a very specific audience. Our issues cover  
information that is important to our readers. Whether it be an accessible house, a car or a general  
announcement we feel that the Beachcomber is an ideal location for your next ad. The deadline to 
submit an advertisement is the 18th of every month. Ads must be print ready. The Beachcomber is 
distributed by mail at the beginning of each month. 900 to 1000 issues are printed on a monthly basis. 
Classified ads must be prepaid. $1 per word, $10 minimum. Please send all correspondence, electronic 
files, classified ads and contracts to: Jose Lara

 Newsletter Editor and Web Designer
Cal-Diego PVA

3350 La Jolla Village Dr., Suite 1A-118
San Diego, CA 92161

newsletter@caldiegopva.org
(858) 450-1443
(858) 450-1852

I want to take this opportunity to introduce the “Vocational 
Rehabilitation Program” that Paralyzed Veterans now has. 
PVA started this Vocational Rehabilitation Program in July 
2007. Since then, we have placed 73 veterans into career 
positions. Veterans who become employed through PVA’s 
Vocational Rehabilitation Program average $44,685/year 
in salary. Veterans average 36.2 hrs/wk overall. There have 
been several veterans who have achieved over $100,000/
yr in salary. There are several advantages in working with 
Paralyzed Veterans of America’s Vocational Rehabilitation 
counselors:

We seek a career placement for all of our veterans.

We work with our veterans for their entire life.

We coordinate a variety of resources to provide the best 
possible services for our veterans.

We have full-time and part-time positions for our 
veterans.

We have some positions for veterans to work at home.

We help with understanding how your benefits are affected 
by working.

So come on veterans earn some money!

Joan Haskins, M.A.,CRC 
Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor 
Paralyzed Veterans of America 
5901 E 7th Street, Room T-102 
Long Beach, CA 90822 
joanh@pva.org 
Office: 562-826-8000 Ext 4607 
Fax: 562-826-5267

Vocational Rehabilitation Program
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Dealing with Discrimination 

Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
prohibits private employers, state and local governments, 
employment agencies and labor unions from discriminating 
against qualified individuals with disabilities. Hopefully, 
you will never have to deal with discrimination in 
an interview. But if you do, here are a few things to 
remember. 

Handle the situation with a positive attitude.• 

Be an effective self-advocate.• 

Try to record or write down as much about the • 
situation that you can. (Company name, address and 
phone number, interviewer’s name, date, time, and the 
discriminating act)

Report the information to The Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC). A charge may be filed 
in person or by mail. To be automatically connected to the 
nearest EEOC office, call 1-800- 669-4000 (TTY: 1-800-
669-6820). 

If at First You Don’t Succeed

You may not get the job(s) that you apply for, but.. 

Keep plugging away and try not to get discouraged.• 

Try to get feedback from employers as to why you • 
weren’t selected for the position.

When the Offer Finally Comes, Should You Accept? 

Evaluate all aspects of the job 

Pay.• 

Benefits.• 

Hours.• 

Cost of Transportation.• 

Quality of Life.• 

Other prospects or job offers.• 

Effect on your Social Security Disability Insurance • 
(SSDI) income.

Ask yourself: “If I take this job, will I be better off than I 
am now?” 

Reasonable Accommodations 

Reasonable accommodations are supports you need to 
complete your essential job functions. They are provided 
for under Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) and are paid for by the employer. It is best to wait 
until the job is offered and/or accepted before requesting 
accommodations. 

Remember: 

It’s your responsibility to request reasonable 
accommodations! An employer has no responsibility to 
offer an un-requested accommodation. 

Accommodations may include: 

Making the facilities used by employees structurally • 
accessible to, and usable by, people with disabilities.

Restructuring jobs.• 

Modifying work schedules.• 

Reassigning a person with a disability to an equivalent • 
job when one becomes available.

Buying or modifying equipment or devices so that • 
they can be used by people with disabilities.

Providing appropriate adjustment or modification of • 
exams, training materials or policies.

Providing readers for the blind or interpreters for the • 
deaf.

If intersted in discussing jobs, and return-to work issues, 
then please call:

Office: 1-562-826-8000 Ext: 4607

 1-888-771-8387 Ext: 4607

 1-202-374-0353

Job Interviews After a Spinal Cord Injury: More Tips
By: Joan Haskins, M.A.,CRC
Vocational Rehab Counselor
Paralyzed Veterans of America
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 CHAPLAIN’S CORNER
By: V. Rev. Fr. George Morelli, Ph.D.

“YOU OWE ME ONE”: THE RECIPROCITY FACTOR

Have you noticed that 
someone you have once 
done a favor for sometime in 
the past now, seemingly out 
of the middle of nowhere 
the person now expects 
a favor back in return. It 
is not that they are asking 
you, rather their tone of 
voice and words indicate it 
is not a request rather it is 
an expectation. Where does 

this demanding expectation come from?

It actually comes from the faulty mindset of the 
individual who originally did the favor for you. The 
favor doer was saying mentally in his own mind, 
but did not communicate to you: “Ok I will do this 
favor for you, now you owe me one in the future.” 
If the favor is not returned when I want it and in 
the way they want I have the right to be angry and 
resentful.” Cognitive-Behavioral psychologists 
call this distorted irrational cognition: Reciprocity. 
(Morelli, 2007). Reciprocity is a one way, that is to 
say, unilateral contract that if I do something for you 
I can expect that you will do something for me.

On close examination, such contracts are inherently 
dishonest and unfair because most often the other 
person did not know about the contents of the 
contract. No matter how realistic, valid, and fair the 
contract may seem to the person who made it up, the 
other may be following a completely different mental 
interpretation of the favor. 

For example, the recipient of the initial favor may 
be saying in their mind: “Isn’t it kind and generous 
of my friend to do this for me, he/she must care for 
me very much.” The string attached to the favor by 
the favor doer is not known or agreed upon by the 
recipient. This kind of contract would be thrown out 
of every court in the land because it lacks ‘full and 
fair disclosure.’ Favors between friends, spouses 
and family members  should be fully discussed and 
agreed upon. Negotiation, involving adaptability and 
understanding has to underlie the discussion. Even 
better favor should be given without conditions.

A common Chinese proverb states: “Forget the favors 
you have given; remember those received.”  The Hindu 
scriptures tell us: “Free from expectations and from 
all sense of possession, with mind and body firmly 
controlled by the Self, they do [err].” (Bhagavadgita 
4: 19-21). King Solomon in the Book of Proverbs in  
the Hebrew scriptures considers benignity, without 
conditions: “He who pursues righteousness and 
kindness will find life and honor.” (Pv 21:21). 

This is certainly and explicitly the teachings of 
Christ. Christ freely joined his Godhead to humanity 
without conditions. St. Paul writes to the Philippians 
(5-7): “Christ Jesus, who, though he was in the form 
of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be 
grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form of a 
servant, being born in the likeness of men.” St. Luke 
(6: 35-36) quotes Jesus: “But love your enemies, 
and do good, and lend, expecting nothing in return; 
and your reward will be great, and you will be sons 
of the Most High; for he is kind to the ungrateful 
and the selfish. Be merciful, even as your Father is 
merciful.” Our Eastern Orthodox Spiritual Father St. 
Theophylact commenting on this Gospel passage tells 
us: “Do you see the Divine teaching… He promises 
you will become like God.” As St. Peter writes in 
his epistle we will “become partakers of the divine 
nature.”  (2Pt 1:4)

REFERENCES

Morelli, G. (2007, April 27). Good marriage II: 
Reciprocity -- The -- One-Way Contract that can 
Wreck a Marriage.
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Cal-Diego Paralyzed Veterans Association Officers and 
Board of Directors Election

Official Ballot

Term of Office 2010-2012

Officer candidates:

President:

 James Miller

Secretary:

 Bill Palmer

Vice President:

 Richard Johnson

Treasurer:

 Greg Mottino

Board of Directors:

You may vote for six (6) in this category. More than six 
will disqualify this ballot.

 William Hendrickson 

 Don Hyslop 

 Al Kovach 

 Pete Morelli 

 Duane Norman 

 Jim Russell 

 Johnnie Sandoval 

 Mike Snodgrass

Ballots must be received no later than 30 June 2010, 
4:30 pm. You may either check the box next to the 
candidate’s name or write in an alternate candidate. Please 
sign the return envelope and mail the ballot back to  
Cal-Diego PVA.

DISCLAIMER: Cal-Diego PVA has not verified the 
candidates’ statements to be true. The biographies have 
been edited to the space available. If you would like more 
information on a candidate please contact the office at 
(858) 450-1443.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SECRET BALLOT VOTING
When you receive your ballot, there will be two extra envelopes. Please place your completed 
and Signed ballot in the envelope that has the signature and date label on the back. THEN, 
place that envelope in the self addressed envelope and mail back to the Chapter. Yes there are two 
envelopes! Ballots must be returned no later than 30 June 2010.
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Officer Candidate Information
James Miller
Dear fellow Members,

Since becoming a Cal-Diego PVA 
member, it has been an honor and 
pleasure to volunteer in many aspects. 
This has included assisting with 
and participating in many chapter 
fundraising events. I was originally 
elected onto the Board of Directors 
in 2008. The new opportunity opened 

additional avenues to advocate for our community.

After being elected onto the board, I was appointed Hospital 
Liaison Committee Chair, Chapter Vice President, and 
later Chapter President. The process has allowed me to 
address quality of life concerns for members on multiple 
levels. Some of these concerns have included tracking 
development of the proposed SCI unit, communicating 
with the SCI Chief, hospital Director’s office and different 
departments within PVA National to ensure quality of 
care as our system evolves. The Cal-Diego PVA mission 
statement to “improve the quality of life for veterans of 
the United States Armed Forces and others who have a 
spinal cord injury or disease” is my constant guide. I look 
forward to serving you and the community further.

Thank you and be well,
James Miller
President

Richard Johnson
I am a charter member of  
Cal-Diego PVA, and have enjoyed 
being involved at many different 
levels of the organization. I have been 
Vice President and National Director 
for the Cal-Diego Chapter, and on 
the national level, I served as Vice 
President, Senior Vice President, and 

President. I have enjoyed working with the Board, and 
would appreciate the opportunity to continue my service 
as your Vice President..

Bill Palmer
I have had the pleasure of serving 
on Cal Diego’s BOD for 20 years. I 
have served as your president, vice 
president, chapter secretary, and 
membership officer. For the past two 
years I have served as your chapter 
secretary and membership officer. I 
would appreciate your vote to keep 
me on as chapter secretary.

Greg Mottino
Please consider this notice of intent as 
a candidate for election to the position 
of treasurer of Cal-Diego PVA. I 
retired from the Air Force in 1980 and 
have been a member in good standing 
with Cal-Diego PVA since 1982. Since 
retirement, I have been a bookkeeper 
for a local San Diego business, 
worked in the residential design and 
drafting industry, and served as a Cal-

Diego PVA board member, secretary, and treasurer over 
the years. 

For your consideration,
Greg Mottino
Directors Candidate Information:

William Hendrickson
I served in the Army National Guard. 
In January 2005, I was injured in 
a motorcycle accident, which is 
also the same year I discovered  
Cal-Diego PVA. Since that time, 
I have volunteered in events such 
as Rolling and Bowling 4 Dollar$, 
the Annual Pool Tournament, Ride, 

Strive & Roll, Reflections, the Veterans Day Parade, 
and the Freedom Festival. I also volunteer in the office 
every Tuesday, performing various tasks such as greeting 
patients, passing out event information, newsletters and 
the PN around the hospital. I would be honored to serve 
on the Board of Directors as Cal-Diego PVA has given so 
very much to me. I simply wish to give back.

Don Hyslop
I am running for the Cal-Diego PVA 
Board of Directors because of my 25 
years of experience on the BOD. I have 
served as President, Vice-President, 
Treasurer, and PVA National Director 
for the chapter. Currently, I’m on the 
PVA’s Planned Giving Committee and 
Cal-Diego PVA’s Representative to the 

Veterans Affairs Volunteer Service.  The knowledge gained 
from serving on committee in the San Diego VAMC, the 
Paralyzed Veterans of American, and Cal-Diego PVA will 
enable me to make sound decisions and in the best interest 
of the membership.
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Al Kovach
Since 1992, I have been a member 
of the board or an employee of  
Cal-Diego. Advocacy for people with 
disabilities, breaking down barriers, 
and fighting negative stereotypes has 
always been a priority. In addition to 
my experience at Cal-Diego, I have 
served on the board of directors of 

several other non-profit organizations and participated 
in fundraisers generating millions of dollars to assist 
children and adults as they pursue their athletic endeavors 
in adaptive sports.

In addition to my service in the San Diego area, I’ve 
been serving as a Vice President of Paralyzed Veterans 
of America for nearly 2 years. I believe my 17 years of 
experience working with non-profits brings insight and 
knowledge to Cal-Diego’s Board of Directors. 

Pete Morelli 
I have been a member of Cal-Diego 
PVA since 1981. I have served on the 
Board of Directors and have assisted 
in many events such as Ride, Strive 
& Roll, the Veterans Day Parade, 
Reflections, and the Spring Program. 
Additionally, I have been Cal-Diego 
PVA’s Bookkeeper since 2007, 

working closely with Cal-Diego PVA’s Treasurer every 
Monday and Thursday. I would be honored to continue to 
serve as such.  

Duane Norman
I would like to be considered for 
reelection to the Board of Directors. 
It has been my pleasure to serve on 
the board for the past year while also 
directing the MotorSports program. 
It is my intention to represent the  
Cal-Diego PVA’s members to the 
best of my ability if reelected. I have 

been a member of Cal-Diego PVA since 1988 and served 
on the board between 1990 and 1994. Thank you for the 
opportunity to serve.

Jim Russell
I am writing to request your vote so 
that I may continue to serve on the 
Cal Diego PVA Board of Directors. I 
have been a member of the Paralyzed 
Veterans of America for the past 32 
years. Prior to that I was on active 
duty with the Marine Corps for just 4 

months shy of 20 years. I joined the Corps as a private, 
spent eight years as an enlisted marine, went through the 

screening program and was commissioned a Warrant 
Officer. Later I received a commission as a 2nd Lieutenant 
and advanced to the rank of Major prior to my disability 
retirement. As enlisted I served in the infantry, in the 
pay office, and in the data processing field. As an officer 
I held both command and staff positions. I served three 
tours of duty in the Republic of Vietnam and served as the 
Commanding Officer of the Marine Detachment on the 
Cruiser USS Long Beach.

Since that retirement I completed my Bachelor’s Degree 
at Chapman College and earned an MBA from San Diego 
State. Additionally, my wife Barbara and I have created a 
farm in Fallbrook where we grow and market macadamia 
nuts, avocados, persimmons, mulberries, many varieties 
of citrus, and decorative gourds. I also enjoy creating art 
with those gourds and I participate in the Cal Diego Art 
Program.

I currently serve Cal Diego on the Board of Directors, as 
National Director, as Director of Shooting Sports, and as a 
member of the finance committee.

I am supported in all of this by my wife Barbara and my 
‘pug son’ Beau. With the Lord’s help and your vote I will 
continue doing those things. 

Juan M. Sandoval
Juan M. Sandoval also known as 
“Johnnie”. I served in the United States 
Navy aboard the U. S. S. Cayuga LST-
1186, stationed in Long Beach, CA. I 
was a 3rd Class Engineman. I served 
during Peacetime from October 10, 
1984 to October 10, 1988. I have 
been a member of Cal-Diego PVA 
since 2001. I have been on the Board 
of Directors, serving as the Sports 

and Recreations Director.  I enjoy being on the Board of 
Directors. I enjoy helping other veterans and people. I 
would like to stay on the Board of Directors. Thank you 
for support.

Mike Snodgrass
I have been a PVA member since 
1980. I started my membership with 
the California Chapter when I went 
through my rehab at the Long Beach 
VA. Upon discharge from LBVA, I 
returned to my home in San Diego. 
When Cal-Diego PVA opened its 
doors I transferred my membership to 

our local chapter. Over the past four years, I have served 
as the Treasurer for Cal-Diego PVA, and now I would 
like to continue my service to our members as a member 
of the Board of Directors. It has been both an honor and 
privilege to serve.
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1 3 9

5 2

3 7 9 4

3 9 8 1

6

1 7 4

4 9

8 1 6 7

2 4

This Puzzle was created on www.counttonine.com

The rules of Sudoku are surprisingly simple. Just 
Count to Nine!

Every column, row, and 3×3 square must contain 
the numbers 1 through 9 exactly once.

Every Sudoku puzzle has exactly 1 solution that 
can be solved logically without guessing.

5 1 4 6 3 9 8 2 7
8 7 2 5 1 4 6 9 3
3 9 6 8 2 7 4 5 1
2 3 7 9 5 8 1 6 4
6 5 9 4 7 1 3 8 2
4 8 1 2 6 3 9 7 5
7 4 8 1 9 2 5 3 6
9 2 5 3 4 6 7 1 8
1 6 3 7 8 5 2 4 9

Sudoku

Last month’s 
Solution 

Cal-Diego Paralyzed Veterans Association
Important Ralphs Community Contributions Program Information

Dear Members and Friends,

As many of you know, we have been earning much needed funding through the Ralphs Community Contribution 
Program. We need your help to continue earning funds.

Ralphs’ new program year began on September 1, 2009. If you have not yet registered for the new term, and 
to ensure Cal-Diego PVA continues to receive the benefits of the program, you will need to register and/or  
re-register as quickly as possible. It is important for Ralphs to have up-to-date information.

Please pass the following information to any family and friends who would like to participate:

Participants are required to register for the new term at www.ralphs.com or by using a scan bar 1. 
letter at the register (to obtain a scan bar letter, which is an alternative form of registration, please 
email your request to community.programs@ralphs.com).
Even if you have registered as recently as August 2009, you will be required to register again 2. 
beginning September 1, 2009. 

For detailed instruction on registering your Ralphs Rewards card please, visit us at www.caldiegopva.org.

Our Community Contributions Program ID # is 80362
Thank you for your continued support,
Sincerely,
CAL-DIEGO PVA
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 (Continued from Pg. 3)

Many lives are disrupted because of natural or 
manmade disasters. Emergency preparedness is one 
of the ways Spinal Cord Injury Center can serve our 
Veterans.

To assist with emergency preparedness the VASDHS 
SCI Center is maintaining a list of Veterans with 
spinal cord injury that may need assistance during an 
emergency or disaster.  

The confidential list includes SCI Veterans’ phone 
numbers, addresses, and other medical information.  
In case of a disaster, SCI staff will use the list to 
contact you and direct/guide you to a place where 
you can be safe and your needs can be met.

Criteria for the list include any of the following:

• You live alone.

• You live in a high wildfire risk area.

• You live in a high flood risk area.

• You are unable to access resources in a disaster.

• You use home oxygen or a ventilator.

• You depend upon a powered pressure reducing  
 mattress.

• You require electricity for charging wheelchairs  
 or running other medical equipment.

• Or for any reason you feel the need to be contacted  
 in case of an emergency.

If you feel you should be added to this list, please 
contact the VA San Diego HS SCI Outpatient Clinic 
at (858) 642-3140.

SCI Veteran Emergency Disaster Preparedness List 

Altarum Institute’s Veterans Community Action 
Teams (VCAT) Mission Project has developed 
a collaborative community model to enhance 
the delivery of services from public, private, 
and nonprofit organizations to veterans and their 
families. This model will be tested in San Diego, 
Calif. and San Antonio, Texas to demonstrate the 
value of a community-based system of care in terms 
of improving the accessibility, scope, and quality 
of care available for veterans and their families. 
Multiple government agencies, nongovernmental 
organizations, and community based organizations 
will collaborate in the project.

Initial phases of the project involved research and 
development, outreach and communications, and 
assembly of the VCAT team. Best practices in 
integration of services were identified from the 
literature, interviews, and lessons learned from 
previous Altarum community projects. Lastly, 
evaluation tools were developed and research 
protocols finalized. 

In collaboration with the community, the VCAT 
project will design and implement an integrated 
system of community services to meet the complex 
needs of veterans and their families. The model 
approach will acknowledge the community context in 
which veterans live and allow flexibility and creativity 
among the services in the selected community site. 
In so doing, the community will build its capacity to 

provide a complex array of health and social services 
to the veteran population.

Veterans and their families need access to an integrated 
system of community services to achieve quality of life 
and economic security. With improved coordination 
and integration, a streamlined and responsive 
community system will enhance access to public, 
private, nonprofit, and voluntary services for veterans 
and their families. In turn, community services will 
be more efficient and effective, thus enhancing the 
population and community development. Altarum 
will disseminate the integrated community service 
model to encourage other communities to develop 
enhanced services for veterans and their families.

(Continued from Pg. 4)
enough information to make a sound judgment and 
sent the case back to the regional office to provide 
that additional information. Once the additional 
information is gathered to support the appeal, it is 
returned to the board for a decision. Any decision 
made by the Board is final, with your only course of 
action afterwards is to file an appeal with the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims. In the end, the 
best way to avoid this lengthy, exhaustive process is 
to ensure the original claim has everything it needs 
(medical evidence/service connection) to prevent the 
VA from denying it the first place.
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